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About This Game

Trials Evolution: Gold Edition marks the Trials franchise’s triumphant return to the PC gaming platform. RedLynx’s signature
franchise, the Trials series first made its mark in gaming with the 2008 release of Trials 2 SE for the PC. That breakout indie

success led to further success on the Xbox, but ever since then PC gamers have been clamoring for more Trials. Trials
Evolution: Gold Edition is what they have been waiting for.

The Gold Edition Is Two Trials In One

Trials Evolution: Gold Edition will contain all the content of the original, best-selling XBLA game Trials Evolution. In addition,
all of the single player tracks and skill games from Trials HD will be found in Trials Evolution – effectively doubling the

content offering with two complete games, neither of which have ever before been available on PC.

OPTIMIZED AND ENHANCED FOR PC

Trials Evolution: Gold Edition will be optimized and enhanced for the PC gaming platform. All of the features of its
forerunners – from the in-game editor, player sharing of tracks, and global Leader Boards, will be re-integrated into the game in

a way that fits the new platform.

Key Features

Multiplayer
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Track Editor
Indoor and Outdoor environments
Bike and rider customizations
Global competition
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Title: Trials Evolution: Gold Edition
Genre: Action, Racing
Developer:
Redlynx Ltd, Ubisoft Shanghaï
Publisher:
Ubisoft
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows Vista SP2 or Windows 7
Processor:Intel Core®2 Duo E6700 @ 2.6 GHz or AMD Athlon64 X2 6000+ @ 3.0Ghz
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:DirectX® 10 compliant, 512 Mb video memory
DirectX®:11
Hard Drive:4 GB HD space
Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connectionRequires a UPlay account

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Russian,Japanese,Dutch
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I like this game becasue its simple and fun and NOSTALGIA! UGGGGGH!. This software was simply detect and update all
your software, keep updated . RECOMMENDED !. The Game was really good.

I had fun while playing game and finished the game.

Awesome voice really love it.

Worth buying the game,Go for it.. awesome game. i completed it in 3.5h and got all the achievements 10/10. If you like retro
arcade SHMUP you might want to try this game.
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Whew... I held off writing a review for this game for a small while, even though I have actually spent a good amount of time
playing the game. Tonight, I bought a game-pad controller, and I did find the gameplay much more pleasant. So, I am going to
try writing my thoughts, because I have had some fun times. Would I recommend this game? I am going to say yes - but do your
research first, simply because the game does a good job at what it says it is going to do. And it does it very well but not much
more.

Folks, this is a what-you-see is-what-you-get type situation. The nes-zelda gameplay feels right out of nes-zelda, but that is all
the gameplay you will see. In fact, there is not even any story. And are there items and skill upgrades? Yes, but they are stripped
down to just numbers on the screen. Even me - who loves the minimalistic approach - is a bit taken back by the lack of flourish
here. But if you want nes-zelda type gameplay, and you want to jump right in and have lots of control with your upgrades, then
maybe you will be right at home here. I know that Legends of Pixelia will remain on my recently-played list, because it is just so
easy to pickup and to get back into playing. I can see myself playing this years into the future, because the gameplay is - of
course - timeless.

Now, there is also a multi-player mode. I imagine that is a pretty good time, but I did not get to experience it. Might be another
plus for you.

Works great on Ubuntu Linux.. A potentially interesting idea but the execution simply doesn't cut it. Could get myself to eenjoy
the game.. Nice introduction which has drawn me into wanting to know more.. Quiver♥♥♥♥♥♥s Terrible Tale runs a similar
playtime to the first, and it's still a fun, quick game to bask in some serious rock nostalgia of those lost and those still rockin it
out. Packed full of crude and crazy jokes, and in my opinion, a more streamlined design to fighting, the Terrible Tale is a must
have. Don't hesitate to pick up this title for a good laugh and a great time.. Given the price of the game, I thought there was
going to be more to the game in terms of different modes, in game objectives, etc. However this was not the case and has left
me a little disappointed of its apparent lack of replayability once you have cycled through the levels. At the start there was a nice
satisfaction of letting an animal run loose and causing mayhem, that novelty soon wears off though.
. Audience: ]===
☐ Kids
☐ Everyone
☑ Casual players
☐ Pro players

===[ Graphics: ]===
☐ Potato
☐ Really bad
☐ Bad
☐ OK
☐ Good
☐ Beautiful
☑ Masterpiece

===[ Price/quality: ]===
☑ Full price
☐ Wait for sale
☐ Average
☐ Refund it if you can
☐ Don't do it

===[ Requirments: ]===
☐ 90' PC
☐ Minimum
☑ Medium
☐ Fast
☐ High end
☐ NASA computer
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===[ Difficulty: ]===
☐ Depends on your skill
☐ You just need 2 arms
☐ Ez
☐ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Hard (first few hours)
☐ Dark Souls
☑ Hard with op friends

===[ Game time/length ]===
☐ Really short ( 0 - 2 hours)
☐ Short ( 2 - 8 hours)
☐ Few hours ( 8 - 12 hours)
☐ Long ( 12+ hours)
☑ Endless

===[ Story ] ===
☑ It doesn't have
☐ There is a story but gameplay isn't focused on it
☐ Still better than Twilight
☐ Average
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic

===[ Bugs ]===
☐ Game itself is one big BUG
☐ Bugs destroying the game
☐ Lot of bugs
☑ Few Bugs
☐ You can use them for speedrun
☐ Nothing

Rating: 7.8/10. I don't know why, but I got crash.. Go ahead say what you want but I like this game. Now dont get me wrong
there is ALOT of bugs but that is what beta is for. Not all devs can end up like Team Meat. Making a game is hard work and I
think this dev team is doing ok. If you dont like bugs why buy and Early Access game? I look forward to see what this team
does next.
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